
The levelised cost of energy (LCOE) calculation can be performed in reverse to
calculate benchmarks for performance, cost and reliability.

Based on current CfD strike prices for renewable technologies in the UK, a target
LCOE was used to determine the technical achievability of a WEC concept i.e. the
likelihood that the technology will be able to achieve cost-competitiveness.

Structured Innovation Tools for the 
Wave Energy Sector

The focus of the research has been to develop tools for identifying
innovations that have the potential for commercialisation.

The tools allow for a systematic evaluation of ‘commercial
attractiveness’ and ‘technical achievability’ to determine which
concepts warrant further investigation.
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WEC and subsystem comparison

Fig 8: The technical achievability score is based on the degree of improvement 
needed to achieve the benchmark and the maturity of the technology.
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Fig 1: Several existing WEC concepts.

Resource level comparison
Fig 5: 
Reference 
sites

Fig 6: Distribution of wave height for 
different resource levels (annual average 
power.)

Fig 7: Winter wait time for a maintenance 
vessel for a given maximum wave height. 

To be able to compare resource level
without specific site data, a generic
resource model was developed which is
scalable for annual average power (Fig
6).

This was done through fitting to
reference data grouped into five zones
(Fig 5).

The resource model provides inputs to
the WEC model (e.g. Fig 7), this allows a
comparison of WEC concepts in
different resource levels and generic
locations.

Combinations of WEC and subsystem design choices are considered
for different scenarios of site characteristics, resource levels and
project scales.

Fig 3: Characteristic efficiency curves are 
used to calculate WEC performance. The 
curves are non-dimensional and so 
scalable with the size of the WEC.

Fig 4: The probability of  failure 
occurrence is modelled as a Gaussian 
distribution dependent on the maturity 
of the subsystem (OPERA 2017).

OBJECTIVES

Allow for the widest 
possible parameter 
space.

Useable at the earliest 
stages of development.Acceptable degree 

of uncertainty.  

Results

Fig 2: 6 cost centres are calculated based 
on the WEC and subsystem choices.

The scoring of WECs is based
upon parametric models of cost
(Fig 2) , performance (Fig 3) and
reliability (Fig 4).

The parametric models were
based on more detailed
modelling or from extrapolation
of existing data, either from the
wave sector or from other more
advanced sectors.

The tools allow for a comparison of
many different combinations of
parameters. For example, the main
structural material and PTO type
(Fig 9). Current work focuses on
improving fidelity and accounting
for uncertainty.

Fig 9: An example of scoring different 
combinations of subsystem choices.


